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DON’T REPLACE YOUR KITCHEN - LET ‘SURFACE DOCTOR’ RENEW IT!
The kitchen is the heart of the home. But in the current economic climate, creating the kitchen of your
dreams may seem unrealistic.
That was until the arrival of Surface Doctor, a leading kitchen resurfacing company, who can transform
your worn and damaged kitchen worktops, tiles and sinks at a fraction of the cost of replacements.
Unlike traditional refurbishments that can take weeks, old kitchen worktops can be made to look and feel
as good as new in just one day. There is no need to rip out existing kitchen worktops and tiles, keeping
the time and disruption involved to a minimum.
Surface Doctor can match any colour scheme or décor and has just launched ‘Natural Accents.’ The
decorative coatings consist of individual flecks of different colours, subtly blended to give the natural
appearance of granite and similar types of stone.
Developed over 30 years, Surface Doctor’s exclusive resurfacing technology has made it America’s
market-leader. Refinished surfaces are tough, durable and resistant to stains, scuffs, chips and
scratches.
Surface Doctor has carried out hundreds of successful makeovers and their customers will testify that
whether your kitchen needs a complete facelift, or the tiles could just do with a bit of updating, it
really makes sense to renew rather than replace.
All work is carried out by fully trained technicians and is fully guaranteed.
For more information call Surface Doctor on Tel: 0800 9800 900.
ENDS
For further information and ‘before and after’ pictures, please contact:
Becky Roberts at Lloyd Roberts PR on Tel: 01794 590001.
Email: becky@lloydrobertspr.com
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